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HOPE Rehabilitation is a program for students diagnosed as having 
a mental and/or physical disability. The instructional program 
provides individual and group classes in pre-vocational and 
vocational skills training, community living skills and basic 
academics. 

During my visitation to Gavilan/HOPE Rehabilitation, Inc., I 
observed Ms. Sato introducing a new student to a variety of job 
tasks (labeling, pinning, and tying). Once the student 
demonstrated success with one task, Ms. Sato gave him the 
opportunity to progress to a more difficult one until the student 
reached the optimum job for him. 

Ms. Sato first presented the labeling product to the student for 
examination. She then demonstrated the task completion procedure 
before requesting the student to attempt the task. With each new 
assignment, Ms. Sato consistently, but patiently used encouragement 
to motivate. After just a few tries at labeling and pinning, the 
student was able to complete the tasks. 

Because this particular student had limited use of one arm, it was 
necessary for Ms. Sato to develop an adaptation for each task. For 
example, she demonstrated that the student could use the arm of 
least usability as anchor in the pinning project. 

During the time that Ms. Sato was providing hands-on instruction 
for the new student, she was also monitoring and supervising the 
other students on the production line. She reminded two students 
of the importance of accuracy in counting, encouraged another on 
appropriate work clothes, counseled another regarding the use of 
bathroom passes, and employed humor to revitalize a daydreaming 
student. 

The final task the student was assigned (tying marble bag to the 
Klutz Book of Marbles) was the most difficult task. At this time, 
the student displayed some anxiety. Again, Ms. Sato very calmly 
encouraged the student to try to complete the job. Once, he was 
able to secure the marble bag to the book, Ms. Sato asked other 
project workers for immediate feedback on his progress. 

"Did he pass?" she asked. The other workers applauded and agreed 
the job had been accomplished correctly. Presently, the student's 
anxiety appeared lower and he was then encouraged to select the job 
assignment at which he felt most comfortable. 



As a recommendation, Ms. Sato might have shown the completed Klutz 
Book of Marbles kit before assigning the task of tying the marble 
bag to the book. 

Ms. Sato supervises a highly organized instructional program which 
includes classes in pre-vocational skills, training, community 
living skills, and basic academics. She appears to genuinely care 
for the welfare and success of each student. Because of the 
variety of products the workshop contracts, Ms. Sato must 
constantly complete individual task analysis for each student. Ms. 
Sato is an energetic and positive asset to the Gavilan College 
faculty. 


